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Abstract

Deformation adjacent to faults and shear zones is traditionally thought to

correlate with slip. Inherited structures may control damage geometry, local-

izing fluid flow and deformation in a damage aureole around structures, even

after displacement has ceased. In this paper we document a post-shearing

anastomosing foliation and fracture network that developed to one side of the

Mesoarchean Marmion Shear Zone, which hosts the low-grade, disseminated

Hammond Reef gold deposit. The shear zone juxtaposed a greenstone belt

against tonalite gneiss and was locked by an intrusion that was emplaced dur-

ing the final stages of suturing. After cessation of activity, fluids channeled

along fault- and intrusion-related fractures led to the pervasive sericitiza-

tion of feldspars. Sericite-rich foliated zones resulted from flattening in the

weakening of the tonalite during progressive alteration without any change

in the regional NW-SE shortening direction. The anastomosing pattern may

have been inherited from an earlier ductile fabric, but sericite alteration and

flattening fabrics all formed post-shearing. Thus, the apparent foliated frac-

ture network adjacent to the Marmion Shear Zone is a second-order effect
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of shear-related damage, distinct in time from shear activity, adjacent to an

effectively dormant shear zone. This phenomenon has implications for un-

derstanding the relative timing of fault zone activity, alteration and (in this

case) gold mineralization related to long-term fault zone permeability.
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1. Introduction1

Zones of deformation, fluid flow and alteration are commonly observed2

around major faults and shear zones. In brittle faults, the development of3

fractured damage zones is attributed to off-fault fracturing associated with4

fault growth, rupture propagation and stress concentrations caused by geo-5

metric heterogeneities in fault systems (Shipton and Cowie, 2003; Mitchell6

and Faulkner, 2009; Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Johri et al., 2014). In ductile7

shear zones, strain gradients in the deformation fabrics are related to strain8

localization around the high-strain core (Coward, 1976; Ramsay, 1980; Mo-9

hanty and Ramsay, 1994; Fusseis et al., 2006; Carreras et al., 2010). Major10

shear zones are known to have a long history of multi-phase deformation, and11

many studied faults record an evolution from ductile deformation at depth,12

to later brittle deformation near the surface (Holdsworth et al., 2001; Rutter13

et al., 2001; Bezerra et al., 2014; Salomon et al., 2015). The deformation zones14

around faults or shear zones reflect inherited fabrics developed throughout15

the life of these structures. The fabric development and alteration associated16

with early deformation may control subsequent structural and geochemical17

evolution. In this paper, we use the term ‘damage aureole’ to describe a zone18

of concentrated deformation fabrics and alteration adjacent to a major fault19
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or shear zone, which cannot be described by only brittle fracturing around a20

fault (c.f. ‘damage zone’ Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Childs et al., 2009; Savage21

and Brodsky, 2011). Once established, these damage aureoles may act as a22

locus for fluid flow and further deformation after activity on the shear zone23

that formed them has ceased. Therefore, juxtaposition of different periods24

of deformation can obscure the spacial and temporal link between fault cores25

and damage aureoles.26

In the traditional view, damage zones represent deformation gradients27

around faults/shear zones and are expressed by distributed small offset frac-28

turing (“damage”) during progressive slip along principal slip surfaces (Chester29

and Logan, 1986; Chester and Chester, 1998; Gudmundsson et al., 2001;30

Sibson, 2003; Kim et al., 2004). Fractured damage zones typically show a31

gradually decreasing fracture density away from the fault core (Chester and32

Logan, 1986; Rawling et al., 2001; Shipton and Cowie, 2003; Faulkner et al.,33

2003; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Faulkner et al., 2010; Savage and Brod-34

sky, 2011). Fluid flow is controlled by permeability contrasts leading to fluid35

conduits or barriers, and can be localized or distributed in and around fault36

zones (Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2010). Fault zones and their asso-37

ciated wall-rock damage aureoles influence fluid flow through the crust and38

allow for deep crustal fluids to move to shallower depths (Sibson et al., 1988;39

Sibson, 1992; Kennedy et al., 1997; Cox, 2002; Kulongoski et al., 2013). Fluid40

flow through fault zones is often recorded as hydrothermal alteration of the41

fault core and wall rock (Goddard and Evans, 1995; Clark et al., 2005; Caine42

et al., 2010; Morton et al., 2012; Arancibia et al., 2014). Concentrated flow43

of a fluid through fault zones may also lead to the formation of economic ore44
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deposits within the fault core and the surrounding damage aureoles (Vearn-45

combe, 1998; Piessens et al., 2002; Sibson, 2001; Micklethwaite, 2009; Moir46

et al., 2013).47

We present map-scale and microstructural observations of a damage au-48

reole adjacent to the trace of an inferred terrane-bounding shear zone, whose49

core has been obscured by the intrusion of a granodiorite pluton. The50

Marmion Shear Zone (MSZ) lies along the western margin of the tonalite-51

granodiorite Marmion gneiss terrane (Figure 1). The shear zone separates52

the 3.00 Ga Marmion gneiss from the 3.00 to 2.93 Ga Finlayson Lake green-53

stone belt (Stone, 2008a, 2010). The Diversion Stock granodiorite intruded54

along the shear zone and plays an important role in identifying and sepa-55

rating the subtleties of the deformation history and cross-cutting structural56

fabrics. The damage aureole is developed within the Marmion gneiss, and57

to a lesser extent, within the Diversion Stock, and hosts the disseminated,58

low-grade Hammond Reef gold deposit. The damage aureole consists of a59

fractured and altered zone along the entire length of the terrane boundary60

with localized foliation zones mapped by Stone (2008a) as a regional anasto-61

mosing pattern parallel to the western margin of the Marmion gneiss (Figure62

2). In the course of a study of the Hammond Reef gold deposit, we discov-63

ered a disparity in timing, kinematics, and conditions of deformation between64

motion on the Marmion Shear Zone and deformation that formed the anas-65

tomosing foliated zone adjacent to the terrane boundary. In this paper we66

relate the observed deformation fabrics in the tonalite – granodiorite rocks to67

the regional deformation history and describe and discuss the origin of anas-68

tomosing foliation in order to explain the seemingly paradoxical relationship69
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between the damage aureole and the Marmion Shear Zone.70

2. Geological setting71

The Superior Province of North America is composed of Archean tonalite-72

trondhjemite-granodiorite (TTG) and greenstone belt terranes. Our study73

area is located within the south-central portion of the Wabigoon subprovince,74

which lies immediately to the north of the Quetico subprovince, across the75

Quetico fault (Figure 1). The Wabigoon subprovince is a mainly Mesoarchean76

crustal block that has been subdivided into greenstone belt- and TTG-77

dominated terranes (the Marmion, Winnipeg River, eastern Wabigoon and78

western Wabigoon terranes. See Davis and Jackson, 1988; Tomlinson et al.,79

2003; Percival, 2007). The onset of deformation in the south-central Wabi-80

goon subprovince has been dated at around 2.92 Ga, based on the youngest81

depositional ages found in greenstone belt terranes (Tomlinson et al., 2003,82

2004; Percival, 2007). Younger, east-west trending terrane boundaries across83

the Superior Province record a progressive north to south amalgamation of84

subprovinces between 2.72 and 2.68 Ga (Corfu and Stott, 1986; Polat and85

Kerrich, 2001; Percival et al., 2006; Percival, 2007). The southern margin86

of the Wabigoon subprovince is the ∼ 2.70 Ga Quetico fault, which records87

dextral transpression during accretion of the Quetico and Wawa subprovinces88

from the south (Corfu and Stott, 1986; Percival and Williams, 1989; Williams,89

1990; Bauer et al., 1992; Peterson and Zaleski, 1999), associated with north-90

ward subduction of the Wawa subprovince interpreted from northward dip-91

ping reflectors in seismic profiles (Calvert et al., 1995; Musacchio et al., 2004).92

The Marmion Shear Zone juxtaposes the 2.93 Ga Finlayson Lake green-93
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stone belt and 3.00 Ga Marmion tonalite gneiss, and has been mapped as94

the southwestern continuation of the Red Paint Lake Shear Zone (Davis and95

Jackson, 1988; Stone, 2008a). The shear zone is not exposed and the kine-96

matics have been obscured by the intrusion of the younger Diversion Stock97

tonalite – granodiorite (Figure 1) and overprinting deformation. Constraints98

on regional kinematics, and the motion on the Marmion Shear Zone, are99

therefore compared to the deformation history of the adjoined Finlayson Lake100

greenstone belt (Backeberg et al., 2014) and Marmion gneiss (this study). We101

found no other structural studies that constrain Archean kinematics in the102

area.103

Compared to the Marmion gneiss, the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt pre-104

serves a more detailed structural and metamorphic history. Here we briefly105

summarize the deformation history of the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt106

from Backeberg et al. (2014). A prograde metamorphic assemblage is pre-107

served as aligned inclusions within younger amphiboles (D1) and records108

maximum pressures of 820 ± 40 MPa (depth of ∼29 km) at 600 ± 45◦C.109

The predominant structural fabrics across the greenstone belt correspond to110

amphibolite facies, D2 peak metamorphism at 625 ± 25◦C and 635 ± 135111

MPa (depth of ∼22 km), associated with sinistral transpression and a NNW-112

oriented horizontal shortening axis. During exhumation of the greenstone113

belt, retrogression of amphibole to chlorite was focused close to the eastern114

margin of the greenstone belt (i.e. the Marmion Shear Zone). The NE-SW115

foliation, formed by flattening of quartz and growth of chlorite, records NW-116

SE shortening, perpendicular to the shear zone (D3). The flattening and117

alteration of amphiboles to chlorite overprinted any earlier structural fab-118
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rics associated with shearing along the Marmion Shear Zone. The Diversion119

Stock intruded along the chlorite foliation, suggesting emplacement after D3.120

Later, D4 brittle faults, sub-parallel to the D3 foliation, cut both along and121

across the D3 foliation, at quartz-brittle conditions and record the same NW-122

SE shortening. These brittle faults record only cm- to m-scale displacements123

and are most abundant along the eastern edge of Finlayson Lake greenstone124

belt, near the Marmion Shear Zone (Backeberg et al., 2014).125

The age of the Marmion Shear Zone is constrained by cross-cutting re-126

lations. The upper limit on deformation is the youngest ages of deposition127

in the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt at 2.93 Ga (Davis and Jackson, 1988;128

Tomlinson et al., 1999, 2003; Stone, 2008a). The youngest age for any major129

displacement along the Marmion Shear Zone is constrained by the ∼ 2.70 Ga130

Quetico fault to the south (Corfu and Stott, 1986; Bauer et al., 1992). An131

anastomosing network of foliation cross-cuts both the Marmion gneiss and132

Diversion Stock, parallel to the boundary with the Finlayson Lake greenstone133

belt (Figure 2). The anastomosing network has also been referred to as the134

Marmion deformation corridor by the Osisko Mining Corporation and other135

exploration companies (executive report by Osisko, 2013). Although both136

the greenstone belt and gneiss terrane have well-developed foliation zones,137

gold was only deposited in the damage aureole in the tonalite–granodiorite138

of the Marmion gneiss, forming the Hammond Reef gold deposit (Figure 2).139

3. Geology of the western margin of the Marmion gneiss140

Field data and samples were collected from mapping transects along lake-141

shore exposures (Figure 2). New structural data was compiled to identify142
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structural trends and variations in the observed fabrics. We differentiate143

structural fabrics related to alteration, pure shear (flattening) and simple144

shear. In addition, we define a detailed lithological classification to identify145

Diversion Stock and Marmion gneiss samples (Table 1), as the units have146

an overlapping lithology and are therefore easily confused in the field. This147

distinction is important in order to understand the cross-cutting relation-148

ships between intrusion, alteration and deformation events. When discussing149

events common to both the Diversion Stock and Marmion gneiss, we refer to150

them together as ‘the tonalites’.151

3.1. Marmion gneiss152

The Marmion gneiss is a 3.00 Ga tonalite (Stone, 2010) that forms part of153

a large TTG terrane that covers over 200 km2 (Figure 1). Recent dating re-154

veals a variety of intrusive ages from 3.00 to 2.68 Ga as part of the ‘Marmion155

Intrusive Complex’ (MIC, Bjorkman et al., 2015). Published maps describe156

the Marmion gneiss as either biotite or hornblende-biotite tonalite with a157

weak gneissosity (Stone, 2008b). This description is a good match to the158

western part of the terrane, east of the Lynx Head Fault (LHF, Figure 2).159

We observe aligned hornblende, biotite and sometimes plagioclase augen that160

define the gneissosity together with weak gneissic banding. Rare folds are161

observed in the Marmion gneiss, where the gneissosity is more strongly devel-162

oped. The typical metamorphic assemblage preserved in the Marmion gneiss163

includes quartz, plagioclase, amphibole and biotite (Table 1). Samples of164

weakly altered tonalite collected within the alteration corridor and samples165

eastward away from the western margin, (east of the Lynx Head Fault, Figure166

2) have compositions of An14−20.167
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3.2. Diversion Stock tonalite–granodiorite168

The Diversion Stock is up to 2 km thick and separates the Marmion gneiss169

from the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt (Figure 2). The Diversion Stock170

ranges in composition from tonalite to granodiorite and locally contains K-171

feldspar (microcline), which is absent in the Marmion gneiss (Table 1). The172

calcium content of plagioclase in the Diversion Stock is low (An02−07). The173

Diversion Stock has not yet been dated, but possibly overlaps with one of the174

younger intrusive ages in the Marmion Intrusive Complex (between 3.02 and175

2.68 Ga, Bjorkman et al., 2015). A lithologically similar intrusive unit, lying176

between the Marmion gneiss and Lumby Lake greenstone belt to the north,177

has an U-Pb age of ∼ 2.786 Ga (Buse et al., 2010) and has been mapped as178

continuous with the Diversion Stock intrusion (see Figure 1). The contact179

of the Diversion Stock with the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt is a zone of180

alternating mafic and felsic zones 50 – 100 m wide. This has been interpreted181

as felsic dykes of the Diversion Stock, which intruded along the foliation of182

the greenstone belt (Backeberg et al., 2014). No ductile fabrics, such as183

gneissic banding, folding or mineral lineations are observed in the Diversion184

Stock (Table 1).185

3.3. Mafic dykes186

Mafic dykes are common in the Marmion gneiss, but are absent in the187

Diversion Stock, and are therefore inferred to be Archean in age. These188

dykes are altered to calcite and chlorite, and are strongly foliated parallel to189

the terrain boundary, similar to the eastern margin of the Finlayson Lake190

greenstone belt (Backeberg et al., 2014).191
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3.4. Alteration192

The Marmion gneiss has a higher modal proportion of mafic minerals (10193

- 15 %) compared to the Diversion Stock (< 5 %). In the Marmion gneiss,194

hornblende and biotite are partially to completely replaced by chlorite within195

a 2 – 3 km wide zone along its western margin, adjacent to the terrane196

boundary (Figure 2). Hornblende and biotite are better preserved east of197

the Lynx Head Fault (LHF, Figure 2), which juxtaposes hornblende-biotite198

tonalite over chlorite-altered tonalite. Chlorite-alteration in the Diversion199

Stock is less pervasive, and typically only the rims of the hornblende grains200

are replaced with chlorite, with the core hornblende still preserved (Table 1).201

Overlapping with the chlorite-altered zone, we found a variable zone of202

plagioclase alteration to very fine-grained micas (sericite), epidote and albite.203

Pyrite is associated with the alteration assemblage of sericitized tonalites.204

Where plagioclase is partially altered, sericite is concentrated along fractures205

and grain boundaries (Figure 3a). More intense alteration to sericite partially206

to completely replaced plagioclase grains, preferentially following twinning207

and grain boundaries (Figure 3b). Very fine grained relict plagioclase within208

the sericite altered tonalites was analysed by electron microprobe. Plagio-209

clase grains within sericite-altered zones have very low calcium contents with210

compositions of An02−07. Pervasively altered tonalites locally preserve the211

original rock texture as pseudomorphs of fine grained mica, epidote and al-212

bite after the pre-existing plagioclase with no preferential alignment of the213

alteration assemblage (Figure 3c).214

3.5. Anastomosing deformation corridor215

Stone (2008a) mapped an anastomosing pattern along the western mar-216
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gin of the tonalites, known as the Marmion deformation corridor (executive217

report by Osisko, 2013). The deformation corridor is developed in both the218

Marmion gneiss and in the Diversion Stock and extends up to 3 km away from219

the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt boundary (Figure 2). The deformation220

corridor expressed on the published maps (Stone, 2008a) includes both brittle221

and ductile deformation fabrics, which were not separated during mapping222

(Stone, personal communication).223

Our observations show that the anastomosing pattern is defined by lo-224

calized foliation zones that strike on average 050◦ (035◦ – 075◦) with a dip225

of 60◦ – 80◦ to the southeast (Figure 4a). Individual foliated strands range226

between 0.1 m and 5 m wide with a gradual decrease in the foliation intensity227

on either side (Figure 2). We did not identify deformation strands of 10 –228

100 m in width, as is shown on published maps (c.f. Stone, 2008a). The de-229

formation intensity in foliated zones corresponds to the degree of alignment230

of sericite from altered feldspars (Figure 4). In cases where a significantly231

altered feldspar is strained, the sericite is rotated and aligned into foliation-232

parallel sheets (Figure 4b). Aggregates of quartz are preserved as aligned233

boudins in the foliated sericite-rich matrix (Figure 4c). Chlorite, which typi-234

cally forms a low modal proportion of the tonalites, contributes to the overall235

foliation intensity when chlorite-rich zones overlap with the aligned sericite.236

Pressure solution cleavage is observed as thin black curvilinear solution seams237

parallel to sericite foliation and often intersects quartz grain boundaries (Fig-238

ure 4c).239

We observed the foliation on outcrop to micro-scales to determine kine-240

matics during the development of the foliation. We found no mineral lineation241
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in the bulk mineral assemblage associated with the subvertical sericite foli-242

ation. Quartz shows foliation-parallel growth in pressure shadows of pyrite243

grains hosted in foliated sericite (Figure 8c,d). Pyrite does not record sys-244

tematic rotation and we observe pressure shadows with both clockwise and245

anticlockwise rotation of the long axis of pyrite grains into parallelism with246

the foliation (Figure 8d), consistent with overall flattening. The dimensions247

of lithons, from sub-mm scale (Figure 4c) up to outcrop scale (Figure 2b,c),248

are roughly equant in the plane normal to the short axis (which trends NW-249

SE). Each lithon is roughly symmetric around a plane normal to its short250

axis, which is parallel to the larger-scale foliation trend. Thus, the fabric251

of the anastomosing deformation corridor does not show the characteristic252

monoclinic symmetry often associated with shear zones (Passchier, 1998). In253

contrast, the symmetry and conjugate sense of rotation about the NW-SE254

short axis of the micro- and macro-lithons are consistent with bulk coaxial255

flattening (Choukroune and Gapais, 1983; Gapais et al., 1987).256

The unfoliated tonalite lithons in between the foliated strands do not show257

any evidence of preferred sericite alignment, despite the partial to complete258

alteration of plagioclase to sericite (Figure 3). We measured the fracture259

frequency on surface exposures and along drill core approximately normal260

to the mean foliation (trending ∼320◦). The lithons are fractured with a261

density of 10s to 100s of fractures per meter. Glacially-polished exposures262

of the Marmion gneiss within the Hammond Reef area, stripped during ex-263

ploration activities, show two different sets of fractures in a pattern of per-264

pendicular shear and opening-mode fractures (Figure 5). Long curviplanar265

shear fractures (mostly sinistral, identified from opening jogs) strike approx-266
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imately NNE and have a typical spacing of > 5 cm (Figure 5b). Shorter267

open-mode fractures terminate at the intersection with the shear fractures268

and trend WNW with a fracture spacing of < 1 cm (Figure 5c). Away from269

stripped outcrops, weathered exposures do not allow for the classification of270

shear versus opening-mode fractures. Lack of exposure has not allowed us271

to extensively investigate this fracture set. Therefore, we documented undif-272

ferentiated fractures throughout the western margin of the study area. The273

undifferentiated fracture data define the same pattern of NNE and WNW274

trending sub-vertical fractures in the Marmion gneiss (Figure 5d). Away275

from the Diversion Stock contact the fracture density in the Marmion gneiss276

gradually decreases (Figure 2). Only the NE to NNE trending fracture group277

is observed in the Diversion Stock, but the pervasive WSW-striking cluster278

of fractures is absent (Figure 5e). Overall, the Diversion Stock shows a279

consistent moderate fracture density across the intrusion (see schematic rep-280

resentation in Figure 2b).281

3.6. Late-stage brittle faults282

Late brittle faults cross-cut the anastomosing foliation. These faults strike283

030◦ – 060◦ with a dip of 20◦ – 40◦ to the southeast, and commonly display284

down-dip lineations. The slip surfaces are commonly coated with sericite,285

giving them a greenish sheen. These are primarily thrust faults, as evi-286

denced by small-scale drag folding of the foliation as well as asymmetry of287

the smeared sericite, down-stepping in the direction of slip. This is consistent288

with previously reported thrust motion on shallowly southeast-dipping faults289

in Hammond Reef (Wasteneys, 2011).290

The largest of these faults is the Lynx Head Fault (LHF), southeast of291
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the Hammond Reef gold deposit (Figure 2). The fault strikes approximately292

050◦ and dips 30◦ to the southeast (Figure 6). The Lynx Head Fault displaces293

unaltered hornblende-biotite tonalites with pristine feldspars to the NW over294

chlorite- and sericite-altered tonalites (Figure 6). The upper footwall tonalite295

is foliated sub-parallel to the Lynx Head Fault (Figure 6). The foliation is296

also defined by the alignment of sericite, similar to the anastomosing foliation297

described above, except for a shallower dip. The fault contains two thick298

fault-parallel quartz veins, separated by a few meters thick sheet of altered299

and intensely veined wallrock (Figure 6). Both quartz veins include blocks of300

altered tonalites as either centimetre-scale inclusions or as large metre-sized301

clasts within a mega-breccia (Figure 6), further suggesting that the Lynx302

Head Fault was active after the sericite-alteration of the western Marmion303

gneiss and Diversion Stock.304

3.7. Quartz Microstructures305

We have observed overprinting brittle and ductile deformation within306

the anastomosing deformation corridor. In order to further differentiate the307

effect of the Marmion Shear Zone in development of the damage aureole in308

the tonalites, we have observed quartz micro-fractures and grain boundary309

microstructures (Figure 7).310

Quartz grain boundary morphologies are similar in the Diversion Stock311

and Marmion gneiss. However, they are different in unfoliated and foliated312

tonalite. Within unfoliated tonalite lithons, quartz grain boundaries are313

well preserved and show a weak bulging recrystallization (Figure 7b,c). In314

contrast, a moderate bulging recrystallisation with sub-grain rotation (Stipp315

et al., 2002; Passchier and Trouw, 2005) is observed in quartz aggregates316
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within the foliated zones of the tonalites (Figure 7d,f). This is observed along317

quartz-quartz grain boundaries, typically along preferred orientations sub-318

parallel to foliation (Figure 8a). Rare examples of bulging recrystallization319

at an angle to the aligned sericite are also observed (Figure 8b). An example320

of a preserved feldspar within a quartz-rich zone shows brittle fracturing of321

the feldspar with extension perpendicular to the foliation (Figure 8a).322

We compared healed micro-fractures in quartz-rich zones along the west-323

ern margin of the Marmion gneiss (2 samples) with samples collected 3 km324

east of the Marmion gneiss – Diversion Stock contact (2 samples) (Figure 7g325

– h). Following Mitchell and Faulkner (2009), healed microfractures are in-326

terpreted from the planar alignment of fluid inclusions in quartz (see dashed327

lines in Figure 7). We note higher abundance of healed microfractures in the328

Marmion gneiss near to the Diversion stock contact (Figure 7g) than farther329

to the east (Figure 7h). In the Diversion Stock, all studied samples had sim-330

ilar density of healed microfractures (Figure 7f), at a density intermediate331

between the high density (proximal) and low density (distal) samples of the332

Marmion gneiss. We did not sample densely enough to quantify the fracture333

abundance trends.334

4. Deformation history335

Due to lack of exposure, overprinting retrogression in the Finlayson Lake336

greenstone belt and intrusion by the Diversion Stock, the early deformation337

history associated with the Marmion Shear Zone is not well preserved. Any338

kinematic reconstruction must be inferred from the deformation recorded in339

the adjacent terranes. In this section we focus on the deformation history of340
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the Marmion gneiss and the constraints on timing and conditions of suturing341

with the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt. We place the observed deforma-342

tion fabrics of the Marmion gneiss in the context of the deformation history343

from the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt (Figure 9) and discuss the possible344

implications for the regional tectonic history.345

Ductile deformation structures observed in the Marmion gneiss include346

the lineation of metamorphic amphibole, folded gneissic fabrics and aligned347

chlorite retrogressed from amphiboles. Between the Lynx Head fault and348

the contact with the Diversion Stock, the hornblende in the Marmion gneiss349

is entirely replaced by chlorite, while hornblende is still partially preserved350

in the Diversion Stock. The mafic dykes that cut the Marmion gneiss (not351

observed in the Diversion Stock) are altered to strongly foliated chlorite and352

calcite. We relate the pervasive alteration in the Marmion gneiss and mafic353

dykes to the retrograde greenschist-facies metamorphism and foliation de-354

velopment along the eastern margin of the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt355

during D3 deformation. Prior to D3 deformation, the Finlayson Lake green-356

stone belt was at 21 – 23 km depth with an estimated exhumation to less357

than 18 km depth leading up to D3 deformation (Backeberg et al., 2014). We358

did not observe any cross-cutting relationships or clear kinematic indicators359

in the gneissic foliation in the Marmion gneiss to compare to the prograde360

(D1) and peak metamorphic deformation (D2) in the Finlayson Lake green-361

stone belt (Figure 9). Due to the lack of pressure-temperature constraints on362

the Marmion gneiss, we are unable to infer the relative displacement along363

the Marmion Shear Zone. The Marmion Shear Zone is a steeply eastward-364

dipping structure (Backeberg et al., 2014). The terrane boundaries cut by365
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the Marmion Shear are not restorable in map view (Figure 1), so the displace-366

ment likely had a vertical component even if the shear zone accommodated367

mostly strike-slip as previously inferred (Stone et al., 1992; Stone, 2010).368

The Diversion Stock then intrudes the chlorite foliation of the Finlayson369

Lake greenstone belt (Backeberg et al., 2014), crosscutting D3 fabrics and370

greenschist-facies assemblage (Figure 9), consistent with the lack of quartz-371

ductile deformation in the Diversion Stock. No textural evidence of map-scale372

simple shear has been observed in the D3 fabrics in either terrane (see also373

Backeberg et al., 2014). All deformation fabrics during and after D3 record374

NW shortening in both the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt (Backeberg et al.,375

2014) and in the Marmion gneiss (this study), perpendicular to the Marmion376

Shear Zone. The regional NW-SE shortening axis is not favourable for slip377

in any orientation along the Marmion Shear Zone. Therefore, the suturing of378

the terranes and the emplacement of the Diversion Stock also imply the end379

of any major offset along the Marmion Shear Zone, thus making the shear380

zone effectively dormant.381

All post D3 quartz-brittle deformation fabrics in both the Diversion Stock382

and the Marmion gneiss are consistent with coaxial NW-SE shortening per-383

pendicular to the contact with the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt. We sub-384

divide the D4 structures in the Marmion gneiss into distributed deformation385

(D4a and D4b) and localized faulting (D4c).386

A pattern of perpendicular shear and open-mode fractures was observed387

at Hammond Reef (D4a; Figures 5, 9). We suggest that the fracture sets388

provided the initial permeability for fluids to migrate through the tonalites.389

The Marmion gneiss may have a longer history of fracturing that began be-390
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fore the emplacement of the Diversion Stock (as suggested by the qualitative391

comparison of the abundance of healed microfractures; Figure 5f-h). Alter-392

ation of plagioclase to sericite is concentrated along D4a fractures (Figure393

3a). Locally the sericite is aligned into anastomosing foliation strands (D4b;394

Figure 9), which we discuss in detail in the following section.395

Shallowly SE-dipping thrust faults (e.g. the Lynx Head Fault) cross-cut396

the sericite-altered tonalites and the anastomosing foliation. These faults397

record a change from distributed deformation (D4a,b) to localized faulting398

(D4c), while the NW-SE shortening axis was maintained (Figure 9). At the399

Lynx Head Fault, we observed sericite foliation in the footwall parallel to400

the fault surface (Figure 6). As sericite tonalites are inherently weaker due401

to the higher modal proportion of phyllosilicates, we interpret this shallower402

foliation as drag and alignment of sericite related to slip coeval with D4c403

thrust faulting (Figure 9).404

5. Deformation adjacent to a dormant shear zone405

The structures and fabrics in the Marmion gneiss reveal overprinting406

stages of the late shallow deformation (D3 - D4) in a damage aureole in407

close proximity to the Marmion Shear Zone. Combined with the details of408

early ductile stages of deformation preserved in the adjacent Finlayson Lake409

greenstone belt (Backeberg et al., 2014), these results describe a continuous410

regional deformation path that spans the suturing of the two terranes and411

ongoing post-suturing fluid activity and deformation. In this section we dis-412

cuss the implications of the late-stage deformation adjacent to an effectively413

kinematically dormant shear zone.414
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5.1. Fault- or intrusion-related damage?415

In the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt, late-stage brittle fracturing is lo-416

calized within <100 m of the eastern boundary and slip is recorded predom-417

inantly by offset veins and steep slickenlines on surfaces of the penetrative418

planar foliation in chlorite schists (Backeberg et al., 2014). In the Marmion419

gneiss and the Diversion Stock tonalites there were no through-going pre-420

existing structures with the potential for reactivation during D4. In this421

section we consider the fracture development within the context of shear ac-422

tivity of the Marmion Shear Zone relative to the timing of emplacement of423

the Diversion Stock.424

General observations of a decreasing fracture density in the Marmion425

gneiss ∼ 1.5 km southeast of the Marmion-Diversion contact (Figure 2b) are426

comparable with documented brittle damage zones (Chester and Logan, 1986;427

Chester et al., 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Faulkner et al., 2010; Sav-428

age and Brodsky, 2011). The relatively wider damage zone in the tonalites429

compared to the adjacent greenstone belt is consistent with damage zone430

asymmetries noted around faults, which juxtapose different lithologies (e.g.431

Evans, 1990; Chester et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2011; Savage and Brodsky,432

2011). The qualitatively observed decreasing fracture density in the Marmion433

gneiss with distance east of the Diversion Stock (Figure 7g and h) may rep-434

resent the older damage zone in the Marmion gneiss, which was displaced by435

the intrusion of the Diversion Stock.436

However, fracture densities in the Diversion Stock are still high, above the437

density of fractures in distal samples from the Marmion gneiss. The Diversion438

Stock is not offset or deformed by any map-scale faults, precluding any major439
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offset along the Marmion Shear Zone after emplacement (Figure 7f). Consid-440

ering an effectively locked Marmion Shear Zone during post-D3 deformation,441

it is necessary to consider other features that may have contributed to post-442

shearing fracturing in the Diversion Stock and pervasive sericite alteration443

in both the Marmion gneiss and Diversion Stock. Any deformation after em-444

placement of the Diversion Stock can only have been related to the intrusion445

and cooling of the intrusion, exhumation, fluid pulses, and/or small-scale slip446

along the two intrusive contacts either side of the Diversion Stock. Intrusion-447

derived fluids have been shown to promote fracturing of the intrusive body448

itself as well as the country rock (Essaifi et al., 2004; Pollard et al., 2005). In449

such a model, the intrusion of the Diversion Stock could have provided the450

fluids during exhumation required for fracturing of the Marmion gneiss (the451

country rock) as well as fracturing of the cooling Diversion Stock itself (the452

intrusive body).453

5.2. Fluid flow, alteration, and foliation development454

Both ductile and brittle microstructures (Section 3.7) suggest that a real455

damage zone (in the sense of Chester and Logan, 1986; Cowie and Shipton,456

1998; Childs et al., 2009; Faulkner et al., 2010; Savage and Brodsky, 2011,457

and others) existed along the western edge of the Marmion gneiss prior to458

the intrusion of the Diversion Stock. Cross-cutting relations and our recon-459

struction of the metamorphic history of the neighboring terrane (Backeberg460

et al., 2014) indicate that the influence of deformation along the Marmion461

Shear ended after the transition from quartz-ductile, plagioclase-brittle flow462

(Figure 8) and gave way to pervasive fluid flow along microfractures (Figure463

5) in both the Diversion Stock and the Marmion gneiss. The alteration of464
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felspar to sericite initiated along microfractures and grain boundaries. The465

nearly complete alteration of feldspar within the damage aureole implies that466

the alteration reaction did not result in sealing of the grain boundaries.467

Sericitized zones are locally flattened (Figure 4) and on the map-scale468

form a discontinuous anastomosing network (Figure 2). On the grain-scale,469

we observe a pattern that is defined by the alignment of sericite around470

undeformed quartz aggregates (microlithons), which is comparable to the471

definition of a continuous “rough” cleavage (Gray, 1978; Fossen, 2010). At472

outcrop- and map-scale we observe no major offset across foliation zones473

and the NW-SE shortening is accommodated by overall flattening without474

any major simple shear component (Figure 4a). This is consistent with the475

rotation of the long axis of pyrite grains hosted in foliated sercite matrix476

parallel to the mean foliation (Figure 4e,f). Anastomosing deformation net-477

works are typically associated with simple or general shear, not with pure478

shear (flattening) (e.g. Carreras et al., 2010; Ponce et al., 2010). However, in479

the case of the deformation in the tonalites adjacent to the Marmion Shear480

Zone, the dominant mineralogy defining the anastomosing fabric postdates481

the cessation of motion on the Marmion Shear and records predominantly482

flattening perpendicular to the shear zone. The geometry and kinematics we483

observe with the micro- and macro-lithons of the Marmion damage aureole484

and comparable to coaxial flattening shear zone networks (Choukroune and485

Gapais, 1983; Gapais et al., 1987).486

Grain-scale textures in partially altered plagioclase (Figure 4b) suggest487

that flattening is at least in part coeval with sericite replacing feldspars.488

Therefore, we interpret that the foliation recorded a decreasing yield strength489
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of the tonalites, driven by progressive alteration of plagioclase to weaker490

sericite. Reaction-weakening in the cores of shear zones has been shown to491

localize ductile shearing (e.g. Cox, 2002), so by analogy, we suggest a simi-492

lar process resulted in the anastomosing foliation zone. Flattening occurred493

where the modal proportion of sericite became high enough to form interlink-494

ing rough cleavage. For the most part, we observe bulging recrystallization495

and sub-grain rotation along quartz grain boundaries together with the anas-496

tomosing foliation in both the Marmion gneiss and the Diversion Stock (Fig-497

ure 7b–e). Bulging recrystallization with sub-grain rotation is comparable498

with experimental textures from low temperature deformation at 300 – 400◦C499

(Hirth and Tullis, 1992; Stipp et al., 2002). These temperatures are consis-500

tent with the predicted exhumation path of the Finlayson Lake greenstone501

belt, which constrains D4 structures below ∼ 500◦C, after the emplacement502

of the Diversion Stock (Backeberg et al., 2014). The stronger bulging recrys-503

tallisation in foliation zones (Figure 7d–e) could be a response of localized504

higher strain during flattening and formed coeval with flattening. Alterna-505

tively, the crystal plastic deformation may be a precursor fabric that initiated506

the map-scale anastomosing network and was preferentially flattened during507

alteration. Preserved grain boundary recrystallization in quartz microlithons508

is sometimes developed at an angle to the foliation (Figure 8b), suggesting509

that it may be an older fabric. All kinematic indicators observed during D4510

deformation record NW-SE shortening perpendicular to the boundary with511

the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt and the dormant Marmion Shear Zone.512
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6. Linking the deformation to a regional tectonic setting513

The deformation history of the Marmion gneiss is summarized in Figure514

9 together with the deformation history of the Finlayson Lake greenstone515

belt (Backeberg et al., 2014). Backeberg et al. (2014) postulated the D4516

structural event observed in the greenstone belt was related to the small-517

scale reactivation of the Marmion Shear Zone during the amalgamation of518

the Wawa, Quetico and Wabigoon subprovinces with dextral transpression519

along the Quetico Fault estimated at ∼ 2.70 Ga (Percival, 1989; Williams,520

1990). Our observations reported here, specifically the cessation of motion521

on the Marmion Shear Zone after the intrusion of the Diversion Stock, imply522

that no significant reactivation occurred. Dextral transpression across the523

Quetico Fault is consistent with an approximate NW-SE horizontal shorten-524

ing axis recorded in structural fabrics, which we interpret for structures in the525

Marmion gneiss and Diversion Stock. The age of the Diversion Stock, which526

marks the lower limit of shear zone activity, is not known. The timing has527

been tentatively linked to a similar intrusive body dated to ∼ 2.786 Ga, which528

lies to the north of the Marmion gneiss (Buse et al., 2010). Therefore, the529

terrane boundary and Marmion Shear Zone experienced a quiescent period530

that lasted in the order of 80 million years prior to reactivation associated531

with localized alteration-weakening and the development of the anastomosing532

foliation in the damage aureole.533

7. Conclusion534

The damage aureole adjacent to the Marmion Shear Zone has a long lived535

history, longer than that of the shear zone itself. While the shear zone was536
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active, ductile fabrics developed in both the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt537

and the juxtaposed Marmion gneiss terrane, as well as distributed microfrac-538

tures that may represent the damage zone formed during the latest (brittle)539

stage of activity. This was followed by stitching of the two terranes and540

“locking” of the shear zone during the emplacement and cooling of the Di-541

version Stock. Post-intrusive microfracturing, fluid flow and alteration led to542

the replacement of feldspar by sericite and preferential flattening in an anas-543

tomosing foliation network. The map-scale controls on the anastomosing544

geometry are not well understood, but microstructures suggest that it may545

have been directed by a weak foliation geometry inherited from the ductile546

fabrics of the Marmion Shear Zone.547

The NW-SE, sub-horizontal shortening recorded by flattening and thrust548

faulting after the locking of the Marmion Shear Zone is kinematically con-549

sistent with dextral transpression on the ∼2.70 Ga Quetico Fault during the550

amalgamation of the Superior Province.551
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Table 1: Comparative description of the Diversion Stock and the Marmion gneiss. Mineral-

ogy abbreviations correspond to quartz (Qtz), feldspar (Fsp), plagioclase (Pl), microcline

(Mc), hornblende (Hbl), biotite (Bt), muscovite (Ms) and chlorite (Chl). *Buse et al.

(2010) **Stone (2010)

Diversion Stock Marmion gneiss

Rock types tonalite – granodiorite tonalite gneiss

Age (Ma) ? (2786 ± 1, correlated)* 3002 ± 3**

Primary Mineralogy Qtz, Pl, Mc, Hbl, Ms Qtz, Pl, Hbl, Bt

Outcrop characteristic Qtz coarser than Fsp Qtz finer than Fsp

higher modal Qtz higher modal Hbl (or Chl)

Fabrics none aligned Hbl and foliated Chl

Chlorite alteration weak pervasive

Sericite alteration pervasive, locally aligned pervasive, locally aligned

Map Areas for Osisko Hammond Reef Gold Inc. Tech. rep., Hammond Reef

Geological Mapping Programme 2010.

Williams, H. R., 1990. Subprovince accretion tectonics in the south-central

Superior Province. Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences 27 (4), 570–581.
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Figure 1: A simplified regional geological map of the south-central Wabigoon subprovince

showing the ages of the Archean tonalite-trodhjemite-granodiorite (TTG) and greenstone

belt terranes (modified from Stone, 2008a). The eastern boundary of the Finlayson Lake

greenstone belt with the Marmion gneiss is thought to be a tectonic contact called the

Marmion Shear Zone, and was intruded by the Diversion Stock. The east-west trend-

ing dextral Quetico fault to the south separates the Wabigoon subprovince (north) from

the Quetico subprovince (south). Location of U-Pb age for boundary intrusive between

Marmion gneiss and Lumby Lake greenstone belt is shown (diamond, Buse et al., 2010).

Inset map: Outline of Ontario, Canada with location of Atikokan shown.
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Figure 2: (a) Map of Marmion-Finlayson terrane boundary and anastomosing foliation

zones across the Diversion Stock tonalite – granodiorite and Marmion tonalite gneiss

(adapted from Stone (2008a)). Lithological contacts are only mapped along lake-shore

exposures, elsewhere they are inferred. Southeastward extent of chlorite in the Marmion

gneiss is shown by the dashed “chlorite in” line, which trends towards known exposures of

the Lynx Head Fault (LHF). (b) Schematic map of anastomosing foliation (not to scale),

showing localized foliation zones (solid lines in grey-shaded area) and inter-foliation lithons

with fractures (dashed lines). Decreasing fracture density in Marmion gneiss is shown

schematically. (c) Photograph of a foliated tonalite.
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Figure 3: Representative photos (a-b: cross-polarized light (xpl) and c: plain polarized

light (PPL)) and schematic of variations in intensity of sericite alteration in tonalites

throughout the Marmion gneiss and Diversion Stock (see text for details). (a) Fracture

and grain-boundary localized sericite alteration. (b) Partially sericite-altered plagioclase.

(c) Pervasive sericite alteration preserving plagioclase pseudomorphs without strain. (d)

Schematic simplified to represent only quartz (Qtz) and feldspar (grey-shaded, Fsp) with

secondary sericite (hash marks). Red lines indicate fluid pathways in fractures or along

grain boundaries.
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Figure 4: Progressive alignment of sericite from altered feldspars (plagioclase and ortho-

clase) during flattening, which forms the foliation in foliated tonalites. Colors are as in

Figure 3, blue lines are solution seams. (a) Equal-area lower-hemisphere projection show-

ing poles to foliation plane orientations indicating a general steeply SE-dipping orientation.

(b, c) Partially altered feldspars show alignment of sericite parallel to foliation, concen-

trated along fractures. (d) Pervasively altered tonalites preserve no feldspar pseudomorphs

and the aligned sericite defines the foliation. Fractured quartz microlithons and spaced

solution seems (blue lines) are aligned parallel to foliation.
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Figure 5: (a) Photograph of the fracture pattern in the Marmion gneiss. (b – e) Equal-

area lower-hemisphere projections of fracture pattern preserved in tonalite lithons (see

Figure 2b). defined by two perpendicular sets of long curvilinear sinistral shear fractures

striking NNE and short, WNW trending opening-mode fractures that terminate along

shear fractures. (a and b) Outcrops where both (a) shear fracture and (b) open-mode

fracture sets are well exposed together. (c and d) Due to lack of exposure and weathering

intensity, the fractures across the study area were mostly recorded as undifferentiated (see

text). (c) Fractures measured in the Marmion gneiss, excluding the data presented in a

and b. (d) Fractures measured in the Diversion Stock.
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Figure 6: Fault stratigraphy of the Lynx Head Fault (LHF). The fault strikes 050◦ and

dips 30◦ to the southeast, juxtaposing unaltered tonalites in the hanging wall next to

altered, foliated tonalites in the foot wall. Two large quartz veins are emplaced along the

fault. The lower quartz vein contains clasts of altered tonalite and the upper quartz vein

contains coarse altered tonalite-clast breccia in its hanging wall.
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Figure 7: Photomicrographs of quartz rich zones in the Marmion gneiss (right) and Di-

version Stock (left). (a) Cross section shows the relative position of samples within the

anastomosing foliation (striped area). (b and c) Weak bulging recrystallization of quartz-

quartz grain boundary in unfoliated lithons of Diversion Stock and Marmion gneiss. (d and

e) Quartz aggregates (microlithons) in foliated tonalites show more pronounced bulging

recrystallization with sub-grain rotations along quartz grain boundaries. (f - h) Healed

microfracture density observed by planar alignment of fluid inclusions (selected dashed

lines aligned next to representative micro-fractures). (f) Moderate fracture density ob-

served across the Diversion Stock. (g) High fracture of western Marmion gneiss, with a

very high overall fluid inclusion density giving the quartz a cloudier appearance. (h) Lower

(background) fracture density of Marmion gneiss away from the western margin.
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Figure 8: Photomicrographs of oriented thin sections showing (a-b) section views of quartz-

rich zones with bulging recrystallization within foliated tonalites and (c-d) plan views of

quartz strain shadows around pyrite in foliation zones. (a) A zone of more shallowly dip-

ping foliation, dipping 50◦ – 60◦ to the southeast. Bulging recrystallization in quartz with

preserved, fractured feldspar grain. The fractured feldspar shows extension perpendicular

to the development of the bulging recrystallisation, consistent with flattening. (b) Bulging

recrystallisation intersected at an angle by the foliation defined by aligned sericite. Bulging

recrystallization is parallel throughout the thin section (a and b). (c) Symmetric quartz

pressure shadows around pyrite and (d) pyrite with counterclockwise rotation.
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Figure 9: Summary of deformation history for the Marmion gneiss and Finlayson Lake

greenstone belt. Question mark for the Marmion Shear Zone (MSZ) represents time where

there are no constraints on the structure. Pressure–temperature estimates in greenstone

belt taken from Backeberg et al. (2014). Maximum age of 2.93 Ga for D1 deformation

taken from youngest depositional age in the Finlayson Lake greenstone belt (Stone, 2010).

Latest fault slip along Quetico Fault at 2.68 Ga estimated from cross-cut intrusives (Corfu

and Stott, 1986; Williams, 1990).
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